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Abstract

Five unpublished shabtis from the Greco-Roman museum are the subject of this paper. The iconographical features of the shabtis are examined, including their wigs, arm and hand positions, implements, bags, and accoutrements. The owners are identified, from the inscribed texts which present the names of the deceased. The date and provenance of these shabtis are noted, along with the period at which they found their way to the Greco-Roman Museum.

The current paper is divided into two sections. The first gives a full descriptive account of these five shabtis, from the unpublished collections of the Greco-Roman Museum at Alexandria, published with the permission of the Museum. The second part discusses the problems of dating, and provenance and examines how the group was acquired by the Museum.

Section One
Shabtis Descriptive Account

Each shabti figure is identified by its registration number at the Greco-Roman entry catalogue (RN), and its serial number (SN). Its measurement and material are given, with full description and text readings, in addition to identification of the owner. This is followed by a comment on titles and on the style of the shabti.

The First Shabti: Mrit-Imn2

1.1 Museum Record

RN: 1674 (fig. 1 a-b)
SN: 1788A at Salle-A-Vit- H- shelf (5)

1.2 Dimensions and Material

Its length is 0,12. It is made of white faience.

1.3 Presentation

The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form, where the body is enveloped in bandages with only head and hands visible. The face is round with visible eyes and eyebrows.

1.4 Wig

The shabti owner is shown wearing a typical Third Intermediate Period lappet wig. The wig is straight and simple, where the hair comprises three parts, two hanging at the front of the shoulder and one at the back, with twisted fillet, which associates the shabti wig. Schneider argues that 'this is the so-called sashes-band, a symbol of life and light, which guarantees resurrection from death. It is particularly related to the god Shu'. The face is round with visible eyes and eyebrows.

1.5 Arm and Hand position

Arms and hands are represented in the classical position, crossed right over left.

1.6 Implements

The shabti owner is represented with a compound hoe in each hand, painted on the surface of the shoulder.

1.7 Bags

The shabti is shown holding a trapezoid bag at its back, with five rows of crossed fibers. The bag is suspended by two robes from the shoulder, while other two ropes are shown fastening the elbow.
1.8 Accoutrements

The owner is not shown holding any attributes.  

1.9 Text

A hieroglyphic column appears on the front of the shabti figure, it reads as follows:

Wsir Mrit-Imn m3t-hrw ‘Osiris, Mrit-Imn justified’.

1.10 Identification of the owner

Mrit-Imn is the younger daughter of the first prophet, Menkheperre and Isetenheb C. Her known brothers and sisters are: Henuttawy C, Isetenheb D, wife of Pinudjem II, Gautsoshen, wife of Janefer, third prophet of Amun. She held the titles:

\[ \text{smt} \text{ n Imn-R'}, \text{hsyt} \text{ n P3 'n Mwt (nbt pt)}, \text{Mn't n Hnsw- p3 hrd} \]


Her religious titles presumably connect her with the Theban triad cult. Her sarcophagus and her mummy, with a human-headed stone scarab on it, were found at the Second cache at Deir el-Bahari.

The Second Shabti: Nsy-t3-nb-t3wy

2.1 Museum Record

RN: 1721 (fig. 2a-b)
SN: 1844 A at Salle-A-Vit-H- shelf (5)

2.2 Dimensions and Material

Its length is 0.095 cm. It is made of blue faience.

2.3 Presentation

The shabti figure appears in a similar fashion to no. 1.3.

2.4 Wig

The owner is shown wearing a wig similar to that described in no. 1.4. It is colored with black horizontal lines on the two parts hanging over the front shoulder. Black vertical lines are shown having the form of the head, while the third part, which hangs over the back, is colored in horizontal black lines.

2.5 Arm and Hand position

Arms and hands are shown crossed left over right, unsleeved.

2.6 Implements

The shabti figure is shown having a compound hoe in each hand similar to that described for no. 1.6.
2.7 Bags

A Third Intermediate Period trapezoid bag with five rows of crossed fibers is shown painted on the surface of the back, attached to the wig by two straps. The bag is shown reaching the middle of the back of the elbow.22

2.8 Accoutrements

It is not shown holding any attributes.

2.9 Text

One unframed column of hieroglyphs is inked on the front part of the body. It reads:

$sHd WsIr Nsyt-t3-nbt-t3wy 'illuminate the Osiris Nsyt-t3-nbt-t3wy'.23

2.10 Identification of the owner

She held the title:24

$smt n Imn-R 'Chantress of Amun-Re'.

The examination of her mummy, found at the second cache at Deir el-Bahari, indicates that she was suffering from illness before she died.25

The Third Shabti: $hry(.t)-wbh26

3.1 Museum Record

RN: 1794 (fig. 3a-b)
SN: 1902A at Salle-AVit-H-shelf (5)
RN: 1796 (fig. 3a-b)
SN: 1907A at Salle-AVit-H-shelf (5)

3.2 Dimensions and Material

Their lengths are 0.10 and 0.11 respectively. They are made out of faience.

3.3 Presentation

The shabti statue appears in a similar fashion to no. 1.3.

3.4 Wig

The owner is shown wearing the Third Intermediate Period composite duplex wig, where the upper part is shown plain with folded fillet. The lower part is shown straight.27 The eyes and eyebrows are painted in black, but not represented in proper proportions.

3.5 Arm and Hand Position

The owner is shown with arms crossed right over left and unsleeved.

3.6 Implements

The shabti owner is represented in a similar fashion to no. 1.6.

3.7 Bags

A trapezoid bag is shown with three rows crossed fibers, suspended by two straps at the owner’s back. The bag is at a lower than that of the elbow.28

3.8 Accoutrements

They are shown holding no attributes.
3.9 Text
An inscribed frontal column of hieroglyphs runs:

\[ Wsir \ Hry(t)-wbh \ 'The Osiris \ Hry(t)-wbh'. \]

3.10 Identification of the owner
She was the daughter of Istemkeb D, whose father was Menkheperre. This is evident from an inscription which reads: ‘Chantress Har-weben, daughter of Istemkeb’, recorded on the mummy No. 133. Her name is mentioned on a papyrus, recorded on her coffin, in Cairo Museum Catalogue and on coverings of her mummy. Kitchen argues, however, that ‘Har-weben’s bandages included one made in Year 8 of Siamun under Pinudjem II, while the braces on her mummy show that she was buried in the pontificate of Psusennes III’. Globally, the floruit of these two women, Istemkeb D and her daughter Har-weben, would extend from the middle of the reign of Psusennes I to the time of Psusennes II/III.’

She held the titles:

\[ smt \ n \ Imn-R\', \ nb \ pr, \ hm-ntr \ nw-2 \ n \ Mwt \ n Pr-ms, \ hm-ntr \ nw-3 \ n \ Mwt \ wrt \ nb \ Isrw, \ wrt-hrt \ n \ Imn \ n \ s3 \ nw-4 \]


Her functional titles associated her with priestly ranks. She died at a relatively old age, as her mummy show her with white hair. She was buried during the reign of Psusennes III. Her sarcophagus is now in Florence.

The Fourth Shabti: \[ nbf-n-Hnsw \]

4.1 Museum Record
(RN): 1445 (fig. 4a-b)
(SN): 1861A at Salle-X-Vit-H (revise)

4.2 Dimensions and Material
Its length is 0.11 cm. It is made of painted pottery.

4.3 Presentation
The shabti owner is shown in an Osiris mummiform statuette, the body is completely wrapped, except the head and hands, which are visible.

4.4 Wig
The owner is represented wearing the straight wig type. The ears are exposed; the black outlines of the eyes and eyebrows are not in a good state of preservation.

4.5 Arm and Hand position
The shabti figure is shown with arms crossed, left over right, above the breast, with no sleeves indicated.

4.6 Implements
The shabti figure is shown holding a compound hoe in each hand, painted on the surface of the shoulder.

4.7 Bags
A plain trapezoid bag, with no crossed rows, is shown represented on the surface of the back,
suspended by two long cords slung over his shoulder, reaching the middle of his back.47

4.8 Accoutrements

It is not shown holding any special attributes.

4.9 Text

The inscription is inked on the front part of the body. It displays only one central unframed column of hieroglyphs, which includes the deceased name. The text reads:

Wsir ʿnh.f-n-Hnsw ‘Osiris ʿnh.f-n-Hnsw’

4.10 Identification of the Owner

ʿnh.f-n-Hnsw was an official who lived during the Twenty-First Dynasty.48

He held the titles:49

ḥry biḍ (?) tyw n Pr-Imn, ḥry sst³ n Pr-Imn, ʿt-nṯr mry n Imn⁵⁰, it-nṯr n Imn⁵¹ (⁻R⁵²⁻ nswt-nṯrw).

‘Chief of Metal-Chisellers at Amun Temple’⁵², ‘Chief of Secrets at Amun Temple’⁵³, ‘God’s Father, Beloved of Amun’, ‘God’s Father of Amun (Re King of Gods)’.

Titles known from the Second cache at Deir El-Bahari, and on the funerary equipment, found at Copenhagen,⁵⁴ connect him with the cult of Amun and mark his personal and religious importance. In the Deir El-Bahari cache there were found two groups of funerary statues bearing the name of ʿnh.f-n-Hnsw. They are made of faience and pottery. His sarcophagus exists at Cairo Museum,⁵⁵ and his name is recorded on number of papyri.⁵⁶

The Fifth Shabti: Ḥf³šs ⁵⁷

5.1 Museum Record

RN: 1779 (fig. 5a-b)

5.2 Dimensions and Material

Its length is 0,085. It is made out of pottery without varnish.

5.3 Presentation

It is not in a good state of preservation.

5.4 Wig

The shabti owner is wearing the lappet wig.

5.5 Arm and Hand Position

They are shown crossed but not completely visible.

5.6 Implements

Nothing is shown held.

5.7 Bags

The bag is unfinished at the back.

5.8 Accoutrements

The owner is not holding any attributes.

5.9 Text

The text is inked on the frontal part with no frame, it reads as follows:

Wsir Ḥf³šs mš ḥrw (?) ‘The Osiris Ḥf³šs justified.’

5.10 Identification of the owner

His sarcophagus and his mummy are in Cairo Museum.⁵⁸

Comments on Titles

a. ʿmns Ḥ Imn- R² ʿChantress of Amun-Re’

Mrīt-Imn, Nsyt-t₁-nb-t₁wyy and Hry.(t)-wbh, held the title ‘Chantress of Amun-Re’. The term ʿmns is translated as ‘singer’ or ‘chantress’.⁵⁹ During the New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period, however, upper class women at Egyptian society served in the temples and palaces,⁶⁰ as part of musical-priestess units (ḥnr). One of their tasks was using ritual musical instruments as the menat, sistrum and the hand wand. They seem to have received special training procedures to develop their performance, practiced by a director (ḥrpr).⁶¹ The title ʿmns and ḥsyt, often translated as ‘chantress’, were connected with the cultic title namely; wrt-ḥnr ‘Great One of the Musical Troupe’.⁶²
b. \textit{wrt hrnt (nt)} Imnr rt nsw-ntrw ‘Chief of the Harim of Amenresonter’

The basic form of the title was held by Nodjmet (wife of Herihor), and the two wives of Pinudjem I, namely Hrere B (wife of Piankh) and Henttawy A and Istemkheb A and Henttawy C (daughter of Menkheperre), from the Twenty First Dynasty. During the New Kingdom, a wife or daughter of the high priest of Amun held the title.

The title was developed to be ‘the First Chief of the Harim of Amenresonter (\textit{wrt} hrnt tpt (nt) Imn-rt nsw-ntrw) held by Henttawy A, wife of Pinudjem I at Thebes and Queen Mutnodjemt, wife of Psusennes I at Tanis, where Kitchen argued that ‘This may reflect an expansion of the office to provide livings (or, at least a role in the cult, with stipends) for daughters of these families’.

Another progression occurred on the phyle system where Gaut-soshen, Menkheperre’s daughter, held the title ‘Chief of the Harim of Amenresonter on the 3rd phyle’ and Har-weben, held the title of ‘Chief of the Harim of Amenresonter on the 4th phyle’.

\section*{Shabti Style}

This group of shabtis belong to the ‘mummiform’ first category of Schneider’s division. However, they represent a plausibly standard prototype of iconographical appearance. They are more likely a ‘pseudo-Osiris’, where the deceased holds the title followed by the owner’s name.

Schneider argues that ‘in treating the surface decorations both practical and magico-religious considerations played a part in this matter’. The surface, of the faience shabtis, seems to be covered with glaze layer with a glossy appearance, where Maspero suggested that they used to be painted with thick transparent glaze to ‘prevent-usurpation by other people’.

The hairdress of Mrit-Imn, of Nsy-t-A-nb-tAwy and of Hry(t)-wbn is shown with longer lappet wigs than that of nh-f-n-Hnsw and H’sis, where the women’s wigs are commonly represented longer than that of men’s. Also, the female worker shabtis are distinguished with round facial features, which differentiate them from the male shabti figures.

The natural arrangement of inscriptions on such shabti figures, was limited to a single column in front without framing.

\section*{Section Two}

\subsection*{Date and Provenance}

The Greco-Roman museum entry catalogue has not recorded the date and provenance of this group. However, Schneider has published similar examples dated to the Twenty First Dynasty. The shabti of Mrit-Imn is represented with a fillet, a decorative hair band which adorns the wig of shabtis, and dates to the Third Intermediate Period. Also, Daressy suggested that the funerary statues of Nsy-t-A-nb-tAwy date to the mid- of the Twenty-First Dynasty. The family identities of the owners of the shabtis fit this stylistic dating, and these five private shabtis belong to the Twenty First Dynasty.

Schneider also presents parallel examples from the second cache of Deir el-Bahari at Thebes. The cache comprises the burial of the Twenty-Second Dynasty priests and priestesses of Amun. It was discovered in January 1891 by Grébaut, and cleared by Daressy. The collection found comprised fifty-three mummies in their coffins, seventy-seven figurines in an Osiris form, eight stelae made out of wood, and shabtis of approximately fifty-eight priests of Amun set in one hundred and ten shabti-boxes.

In 1893, seventeen countries returned a collection of coffins, shabti-boxes to the Egyptian government. The second cache contents-objects and shabtis,
either official or private—were distributed among more than thirty of the world’s museums, besides the Cairo Museum, and on commercial markets as well.77

How these private shabtis reached the Greco-Roman Museum is problematic. On terminating his excavations at Alexandria city, Mahmoud el Falaki, designed a plan of the ancient city of Alexandria, including comprehensive list of antiquities in and around Alexandria. His excavations resulted in large group of artifacts, some of which were worthy of museum exhibition in one place. Such collections were gathered, as a first stage, in a building at Rosetta Street, called El-Horryiah Avenue. As a result of the overloading of the artifacts, a preliminary decision to found a museum at Alexandria was suggested in 1891.78 Two dates are mentioned for the opening of the museum: ‘on the 17th of October, 1892’,79 and ‘on the 26th of September, 1895’,80 in the presence of Khdive Abbas Helmy II, and by S. F. Moukhtar Pacha Ghazi, the Ottoman high commissioner and other high rank officials.

Encouraging the idea, and with the help of the ‘Athenaeum Society’, Gaston Maspero, offered a number of collections to the Greco-Roman Museum, where Giuseppe Botti, the director of the Museum welcomed such collections81 to enrich the newly born Greco-Roman Museum. In conclusion, I therefore suggest that these five shabtis were presumably at the Cairo Museum, and that Maspero presented them to the Greco-Roman Museum upon its opening. It is also evident that at the Cairo Museum82 there probably exist similar examples to these five private shabtis, which supports the suggestion that they might have transferred as duplicates from that collection, and that Maspero presented a similar group to that retained at the Cairo Museum as a gift to the Greco-Roman Museum.

Notes
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